The Dell Technologies Edge Portfolio
The Dell Technologies **Edge** Approach

- **Intrinsic Security**
- **Modern application services**
- **Essential data services**
- **Consistent management and operations**
- **Edge connectivity**
- **Optimized infrastructure**

- **Industry-leading ecosystem**
- **Reliable supply chain & global support**
Find your *Edge* with Dell Technologies

Edge applications  Data collection  Edge computing & analysis  Real-time analytics  Data protection  AI | deep learning

Battlefield deployments  Autonomous vehicles  Retail  Smart manufacturing  Telco / 5G

- Dell Edge Gateway
- Dell Embedded Box PC
- PowerEdge XE2420
- Dell EMC SD-WAN EDGE 610
- Dell EMC VEP 1405
- Dell EMC Data Protection Portfolio
- Dell EMC Streaming Data Platform
- Dell EMCVxRail
- PowerEdge XR2
- PowerEdge XE2420
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**DELL EMC SD-WAN SOLUTION POWERED BY VMWARE**

**DELL TECHNOLOGIES CLOUD VMware CLOUD FOUNDATION**
Enabling businesses to extract and create value at the Edge

Gateways, PCs & Embedded Box PCs

Latitude Rugged

Latitude Rugged Extreme

Tablets & Laptops

XE2420

VxRail D-Series

XR2

Servers

Isilon

Unity XT

PowerStore

VxRail

PowerMax

Core Datacenter / Private Cloud

DELL TECHNOLOGIES CLOUD WITH VMWARE CLOUD FOUNDATION

EXTRACT VALUE  RUN ANYTHING ANYWHERE  GAIN EXPERTISE  LOWER RISK